A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
a son Henry had been born to him only three months after the
birth of Richard II. It was through this marriage that John of
Gaunt had in his turn become Duke of Lancaster by right of his
wife.
Although Richard II was so young, John of Gaunt did not
show his hand to begin with. The Black Prince had been a
popular figure, and the very youth of the little King appealed to
the English. Moreover, there was considerable resistance in his
own class to the influence which Lancaster tried to exercise.
Parliament, which met for the new reign, was opposed to him.
He protested his loyalty, and in so doing added to the suspicions
against him. Meanwhile the revolutionary temper among the
people, which took the form neither of antagonism to the little
King nor even to the Lancastrian, was fermenting. To the
causes which have already been given for this was added the
acute necessity for additional revenue which had arisen as a
result of the loss of France. The Crown needed an exceptional
grant of money, especially as two new expeditions across the
Channel had failed in the three years after Richard's succession
to the throne.
The Peasants' Revolt. The Poll-tax and Attempted
Revolution. Aids therefore had been voted by the Parliament
over and above the regular royal revenue, but these did not
suffice, and recourse was had to a tax which should fall in theory
upon every subject, though the clergy voted their contribution
separately. The tax was graduated, from the amount due from
the labourer or small peasant, who paid the equivalent of
between 7$. and zos. of our money—a very heavy impost even
for the small-farmer peasant of that day, who was comparatively
well off compared with the agricultural labourer of our own
time—to the sum levied upon the landed classes of the lesser
sort, which was about £25 of our money. The greater landlords
paM about the equivalent of £50, and the richest men in the
kingdom were, in proportion, let off lightly, with something over
tbe equivalent of £300 each*
It was an unfair graduation, and one which helped to increase
tfee discontent, but, of course, the levy was made very irregularly*
ft fias expected to produce £50,000—about a million of our
iBoney. It only produced half the estimate. This experiment
was tried in 1379. In 1380 there came a second and more serious
rf&atfeiaqioseapoll-taxthatwouldreallybewidespread. This

